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EXCHANGE OF IDEAS 

I met a man with a dollar 
We exchanged dollars 
I still had a dollar 

I met a man with an idea 
We exchanged ideas 
Now we each had two ideas 

THE AL TEC MAESTRO RETURNS 

REMOVED BY THOSE 

WHO NEVER UNDERSTOOD IT 

RESTORED BY THOSE WHO RESPECT IT 

IT FORESHADOWS A NEW AL TEC 

THE AL TEe MAESTRO RETURNS 
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NEW SYN-AUD-CON SPONSOR--AL TEC 

(5) And now Altec is represented by a new breed of 
men who respect what the best of the old did 
in their day and who are seeking the path to 
their own and Altec's future. 

Successful companies are not made up of physical 
assets, nor do they belong to certain places. They 
are very much creatures of their time and the di
rect result of the caliber of men involved. ~~en I 
think of the word Altec I can conjure up at least 5 
periods, each distinct from the other, that stood 
for all that the word meant to di ffering groups of 
men. 

We are pleased that these new men have chosen to be 
a sponsor of Syn-Aud-0>n. We are impressed wi th 
the cal iber of men and women that we have met at 
Altec recently. We sincerely hope that they will 
build unerringly back into leadership in their 
careful choice of marketplace. We welcome Altec 
wholeheartedly to the eyn-Aud-Con fami ly of spon
sors. 

(1) From 1926 to 1937, the Western Electric men of 
the ERPI division 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

After World War II until about 1959, the 
theater men 

From 1959 to 1972, the remarkable growth 
years in the commercial sound business 

1973 to 1985, the tragic years when the 
headless horsemen rode 
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A SUPER WORKSHOP - INTELLIGIBILITY 
SEPT. 23-26, 1986 ST. CHARLES, IL. FEE: $600.00 

(Suburb of Chicago) 

STAFF: 

ROLLINS BROOK, Bolt, Beranek & Newman, Los Angeles 
DAVID KLEPPER, Klepper Marshall King, New York 
VICTOR PEUTZ, Peutz & Associates, The Netherlands 

PARTICIPATING MANUFACTURERS: 

Bose Corporation 
Crown International 

Bruel & Kjaer 
Electro-Voice 

Community Light & Sound 
JBL Professional 

An audio avalanche is headed your way. For 57 
years the only way to absolutely judge the audio 
quality of a given system or location was to con
duct extensive, expensive articulation tests (H. 
Fletcher and J. C. Steinberg, "Articulat ion Testing 
Methods", Bell System Technical Journal 8, 806, 
1929.) They stated that they first started such 
testing in 1919 and went on to say, "To obtain a 
desirable precision in the measurement of artic
ulation, it is advisable to use at least five diff
erent voices and five listeners, at least 25 values 
being averaged in some way to obtain a final value 
for the condition tested." Few in the practical 
everyday sound business could afford either the 
time or the expense to conduct such tests. 

In the early 1970s Peutz published his now famous 
%ALcons equation which allowed us to predict with 
surprising accuracy the articulation index for a 
given set of electroacoustical conditions. 

In 1985 Peutz developed a measurement of %ALcons 
for the TEE analyzer. At nearly the same time, 
Bruel and Kjaer developed a P~pid Speech Trans
mission Index HASTI measurement using the modula
tion transfer function lVII1~ technique put forward by 
T. Houtgast and H. J. M. Steeneken. 

In our May TEF Workshop we discovered that %ALc ns 
were directly translatable into HASTI scores an8 
vice versa by having Bruel and Kjaer personnel -
measuring side-by-side with us while we did %ALcons 
measur6T~nt with the TEF analyzer. 

As a direct consequence of this session we have 
worked out the following workshop for further de
tailed investigation of the prediction and measure
ment of speech intelligibility. 

\\HAT WIU. WE OO? 

We will work in three spaces: a well behaved audi
torium, a good live auditorium, and a difficult 
room that would normally require acoustical corr
ection before a sound system was installed in it. 

In each room we will work with low, medium, and 
high Q loudspeakers raised on hoists to optirrnrrn 
source locations. We will divide the Workshop -
attendees into three groups and each group will 
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have a full day in each space. Each group will 
also have a full day with each staff me~ber. The 
fourth day will be a complete discussion of the 
data taken by the staff, supporting manufacturers, 
and open class discussion. 

At each of the three sites we will predict intelli
gibility values and then measure them by means of 
the classical articulation tests using talkers and 
listener groups, %ALcons measurements with the TEF 
analyzer and HASTI n~asurements with the Bruel and 
Kjaer instrument. 

We will equalize the systems using conventional 
techniques as well as demonstrations of the Bruel 
and Kjaer two channel FFT using the 81M technic;ue. 

We will use electronic signal alignment to align 
two dissimilar horns in an array. 

This workshop will headquarter at the Pheasant P~n 
Resort in St. Charles, II and we'll work out from 
there to the three test sites. 

\\HAT IXES AIL nIls MEAN 10 ID.1? 

The real bottom line to all of this is that in the 
future your systems are going to be checked on be
half of your customer for intelligibility. If the 
sound systems fails the intelligibility test, you 
are going to lose money, reputation, time, and 
peace of mind. If you really want to understand 
and be able to use effectively these new techni
ques, plan systems that will measure vlell~ and be 
in at the beginning of the new era, then this Work-
shop is for you. 

Anyone who has anything to do with specifying sound 
systems. Anyone who has a poor sound system need
ing correction. Anyone involved in the install
ation or servicing of sound systems. Anyone in
volved in the study of artiCUlation and its mea
surement and, finally, anyone who really cares 
about what sound systems are supposed to do anG so 
often don't, namely make sure a listener hears ane 
understands the talker's message. 
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NEW DRIVER FROM E-V 
We recently had the opportunity to test a new high 
frequency driver Model OH-D\ from Electro-Voice 
that was designed by Cliff Hendrickson. It was 
mounted on a HP 940 horn. It is easily the best 
unit of its type we have tested to date. 

FI~,~a. El'C OF EV DH'-lA (N HP940 HORN. 
6 3~:; t C'CO" 3 695'S4E;,d'B/s,c 

22 IBdB 

The polar response in 3-D and the overlaps at 
frequencies show an unbelievable control over 
total acoustic energy. See Figures lc - Ig. 

3-D POlAR PLOf OF EV DH-IA 
(N HP940 HORN 5!~~d~;:;hS 
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Resolution: 
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00 = curve #15 (i.e., 16th sweep) 
2.5048E+02 Hz 

The ETC, EFC and PFC reveal a well behaved, except
ionally smooth phase response and less time smear 
than we have found typical in contemporary horns. 
See Figures la & lb. The Nyquist showed increasing 
internal reflections at the higher frequencies but 
all of small amplitude. 
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Figure 1d. Overlay of EV HP940 Horn 
1000-2800Hz in 50Hz steps. 
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Figure Ie. Overlay of a system not as well 
controlled. 1800-4}00 Hz @ 50Hz/step. 

Figure If. Overlay of 500-IO,000Hz for EV 
HP940 Horn. 50 Hz per step. 

Figure Ig. Overlay of less well 
controlled horn from 
500 to 10,000 Hz in 
50Hz steps. 
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NEW DRIVER FRCtvI E-V (Continued) 

Figure 2 illustrates a very attractive feature of 
this new polar program from Techron. It allows 5 
different overlaps to be distinguished by their 
lines, dashes, dots, etc. 

careful polar plotting of loudspeakers gives a new 
perspective on first order reflections in any kind 
of space -- from control rooms to uncontrolled 
rooms. Such plots allow careful planning of spec
ular reflection energy for re-aiming at diffusors 
as well as the first energy encounters. 

Perhaps the best part of our doing these measure
ments was that they confirmed completely the data 
sheets put out by EV on this horn. It's reassuring 
to know that it is safe to use their very compre
hensive data with confidence in its integrity. 

Figure 2. An example of overlays 
using mask program on polar disc. 
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SIGNAL ALIGNMENT 
Just as we were finishing the writing of this News
letter we rece i ved a package from Jim carey of 
James carey and Assoc in Nashville, TN. Jim had 
just finished two "long days of work" at the First 
Baptist Church, Dlllas. Jim had physically brought 
an entire array into alignment in its overlap 
zones. Jim says that after two long days of work 
"the system performance proves our time VJas well 
spent." 

We want to include Jim's material in a Tech Topic 
for the fall mailing but couldn't resist including 
two of his measurements now. 

You'll recall that we published a church system 
that deteriorated as each horn was added to the 
array. (NL V12N4). In this case, Jim was in a 
very similar situation only he had been hired to 
correct it. 

Alignment is vitally important and the sooner that 
we can show the real-life results the faster manu
facturers will supply the devices needed and users 
will gain the necessary expertise. 

One caution: not all devices are alignable. The 
horns at First Baptist were. 

Jim quotes a local acoustic consultant as asking 
skeptically, "In which seat do you want the align
ment correct?". For the past three years we have 
demonstrated that when the wavefronts of alike de
vices are in alignment, the alignment holds over 
the whole angle. Read the Tech Topic on our TEF 
Workshop at St. Boniface church in May, 1986. When 
we electronically aligned a long throw and a short 
throw horn (the wavefronts were physically in a
lignment), there was a dramatic improvement in 
sound, not only in the overlap zone but allover 
the church. 

,------------------
FIr'(JRE 1. ALIGl'M'NI' 2REF 11 

AS INSTALLED 

--------- Freql·~.le~n~c.~y----J--~--~ 

FIGURE 3. HORN ALIGl'MI'NT 6REF I 
AS INSl'ALLED 

MEASURJ!MENI' PARM\El'ERS FOR FIGURES 1 - 4: 

VERTICAL: 6dB/div 
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HORIZONTAL: 50.33Hz to 14999.70Hz RESOWfICN: 500.96Hz 
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TRAGEDY 
Sonny Metts, sound technician, Entertainment Fac
ilities, City of Spokane, WA sent us a description 
of a local tragedy. We quote, with permission, 
from his letter 

SPOKANE RIVERPARK CENTER 
OPERA HOUSE CONVENTION CENTER 
COLISEUM ALBI STADIUM 

WEST 334 SPOKANE FAllS BOULEVARD 
SPOKANE. WASHINGTON 99201 

(509) 456-6000 

I read some paragraphs in a recent Newsletter ask
ing rhetorical questions as to the gullibility of 
purchasers of audio equiprent. Unfortunately there 
appears to be a rmrket for almost anything. 

Enclosed you will find brochures for a line of 
speakers being rmde here in Spokane. I think the 
literature pretty rruch speaks for itself, but it 
get weirder. I have had these speakers demonstra
ted for me and have had a chat with the designer. 

SWITCHCRAFT PART NO. 
CORRECTION 

In the diagram shown here (from Tech Topic 
VI3,N5,P3) we gave the part number Switchcraft MT-
336 for building the Ground Loop Proof Patch Panel 
(designed by Farrel Becker). It wasn't long after 
sending out Volume 13 Newsletter mailing that we 
received a call from HIS Sound in Fresno. In 
discussing the part problem with Switchcraft it was 
determined that the correct part number, MP 338. 
was not a stocked item by Switchcraft. 

The good news is that when Switchcraft realized 
that there was a genuine need for Switchcraft MP-
338 to become a stocked item they proceeded to put 
it into stock for quick delivery. 

We sincerely regret any problems this has caused 
(in one case having to custom make the patch panel 
metalware) and we hope that these correct numbers 
will lead to a lot of use for this better idea. 

We are very pleased at the responsiveness of 
Switchcraft in correcting the stocking problem. If 
you have any ideas or suggestions that you want to 
di scuss wi th Swi tchcraft, call Bi 11 Kysak 312-792-
2700. He's listening. 

GROUNO LOOP PROOF PATCH PANEL 

1111 I 
I I I I r I I I r-++j-t? lUll I I I 
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~1 
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I ~ GU, ~8,i 1 -

AUDIO ACCESSORIES 322;0. SWITCUCEtAI!T MT-336A MIL. JJ - 015 
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Men I asked the designer if there was a crossover 
in the cab inet he rep/ ied "Kind of, but it's my Olin 

design called Electro-Inherence and you wouldn't 
understand it." He's right, I don't. »flen I asked 
for the sensitivity specs he quoted me the driver 
rmnufacturer's specs. He had never measured his 
Olin design. Men I asked for the polar response 
patterns he told me that they had a "Rhombic" pat
tern. A what? A little pink noise and an RTA -
showed the frequency responses weren't even close 
to the specs he quoted me. Men I asked the de
signer to explain the discrepancies he replied -
"These speakers were designed as a stereo system 
and you can't measure just one, besides they are 
the wrong distance out from the wall." Say what? 
A frustrat ing, interest ing and somet imes arrusing 
afternoon. However, there was a final ironic 
twist. Our local school district purchased several 
speakers for use in highly reverberant, brick 
lined, gyrmasiums. They bel ieved every word the 
rmn said. Tragic. 

Snake~il is (unfortunately) alive and well in 
Spokane. 

When we wrote Sonny for permission he remarked in 
his letter back to us "To be I ibelous a statelmnt 
nust be false. The story is sad but true." 

WE'RE LATE 
We're late getting our Newsletter written this sum
mer. For a good reason, though. When we arrived 
at the farm in Indiana for the sumner in late May 
we had wait ing for us 19 edi ted chapters of the 2nd 
edition of Sound System Engineering. It n~ant put
ting everything aside until the work was done, 
otherwise the pub Ii slier couldn't keep thei r pub
lishing date, which is now November. 

The first week in July the re-edited chapters went 
back to Sams and we turned our wholehearted atten
tion to the News letter. One Ii tt Ie di fference in 
this Newsletter from ones published the past 7 or 8 
years, the Newsletter was completely typed by me 
(Carolyn). One benefit from the editing of Sound 
System Engineering job was the purchase of a Com
~aq. I hope that it means a little better editing 
Job of the Newsletter. TIle abi Ii ty to change as we 
write is conducive to better work. 

SIDEBAR 
1. 1£ Figure A is, by definition, a centimeter: 

what is Figure B? 

Figure A ~ fo'igure B ~ 
2. If Figure A is, by definition, a weevil: 

what is Figure B? 

Figure A ~ Figure B g 
'S11AddM OMl JO JdSSdl dGl Alsno~Aqo ·Z 

• (JdldWqUd:J ... dUAp 1?) ~Jd U1? 'l 

Contributed by Richard Downes, Orlando, FL. 
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, SAN ANTONfO- MAY 13 - 14, 1986 

UNDEMOCRATIC 
PRACTICES AT AES 

A few months ago we were called and told that the 
menbers of the Board of Governors of the AES could 
not get a detailed financial statement from the 
Society or even be told the salary of the executive 
director. Recently we called and talked with the 
president of the AES with a suggestion that all AES 
balloting and ballot counting should be conducted 
by an independent organization. We were told: 

1. Only a special executive group has access 
to financial data relative to the society or the 
executive director's salary and compensation 
package. 

2. No one was twisting our arm to be a 
member of the AES. 

At this point Syn-Aud-C'.AJn has no choice but to 
agree that the AES management is hiding something 
and it is surely time for the Board of Governors 
and the menbership as a whole to insist on a more 
democratic management of their society. 

VOLUME 13, NUMBER 4 

IMPEDANCE MATCHING 
ADAPTORS 

We recently ran across OPT Industries, Inc. They 
have a I ine of impedance matching adaptors for in
terfacing computors with test equipment, data cab
ling systems, and local area networks. IBM uses a 
93 Q system whereas most test equipment is using 75 
QS. OPT's address is 300 RED School Lane, Phil
lipsburg, NJ 08865. Ph 1-800-453-2580. 

OPT IMPl:l)/INcr MAle! liNG ADArn::rtj 

mOM 10 eVE 
!I.¥ILE eNe' H-lv1l\1 ~ I~NC 

1.'l1l 930 
M()JSO ">on 9JD 
[M 50n !SO 

lvW!: INC f~MAL[ oNe 
750 'nn 
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SYN-AUD-CON SPONSORS 
Syn-Aud-Con is more than halfway through its 14th 
year of service to the audio industry. That time 
interval can also be described as 6500+ grads of the 
classes and it certainly is measurable in the support 
and loyalty of our sponsors. 

Many of these sponsors have been with us since the 
beginning and we have treasured the special 
relationships we have been privileged to have with 
them. 

Syn-Aud-Con's mission is multi-faceted. 

1. We priImrily exist to teach audio basics 
to all in our industry. 

2. We provide special workshops that have 
state of the art tasks to perform free of 
political or comnercial influences. 

3. We serve as a third party channel of 
desired, needed, or neglected ideas from 
those in the field to the manufacturers. 

Most of our sponsors are very receptive to new ideas 
and concepts. Our work in the classes exposes us to 
industry needs. At the same time we see the bright 
people with the answers to the needs. Often our 
role is to bring them together and then help them 
let the industry know about solution. This aspect of 
Syn-Aud-Con gives us enormous pleasure. 

The most important aspect of our sponsorship 
program is the support they give to our efforts to 
provide education. Our seminars and workshops are 
essentially non-profit. Our sponsors make it possible 
for us to bring audio seminars and workshops to 
your area and at a price that is affordable. 

We held our sponsor group to ten for many years 
and more recently to 12. Much has changed over 
this 14 years and many new faces have become 
familiar in our business. 

Because we do perform valuable recognized services 
it has become increasingly apparent that we could 
expand our usefulness by accepting qualified 
manufacturers desirous of supporting what we do for 
the industry. 

With all the above in mind we have opened the list 
to include more sponsors and hope that tl1rough this 
step we are able to include those additional worthy 
sponsors who have been on our wa i t i ng li s 1. 

New sponsors since the last Newsletter include Altec 
and Biamp. CUI' current list of sponsors is: 
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Altec Lansing COrporation 
BenchmBrk Media Systems, Inc. 

Biamp Systems, Inc. 
Bose COrporation 

Ommnity Light ci Sound, Inc. 
Crown International, Inc. 

Electro-Voice, Inc. 
ERUlar COrporation 

1M Electronics 
Industrial Research Products, Inc. 
JBL Incorporated/UREI Electronics 

Shure Brothers Inc. 
SMntchcraft, Inc. 
~ Electronics, Inc. 

"STUPERSPACE" 
David Wright recently sent us an article entitled 
"Stuperspace". 

My favorite equation in this paper is 
-I _ 

I' = @!b'~ 

where @ is the telephone operator. 

"As usual, intermediate vector bosens become 
massive by eating Kibbles [35-1/2]. Reference 
General-Mills Stetle and Mae West. Wee Parton's and 
Dolly Partons (fermions and bos'ns) in the south 
Parton Sea. J. Nautical Phys. 36(24)36" 

While this paper appeared in a Physics journal, a 
fair facsimile can be obtained in almost any issue 
of current audio publications, such as, 

"I don't use 1/3-octave equalizers because their 
phase shift causes bad breath and your feet to 
swell." To which a Letter to the Editor by someone 
who senses something is wrong but doesn't know 
what, wri tes: ''Did the author mean smell or 
swell ?" 

EFFECT OF Q 
ON EARLY DECAY 

A possible way to ITEaSUre Q may well be to n~asure 
the change in early decay rate in dB/sec or the 
early decay time EDT. Both change in relation to 
the changes in Q of the source. Early guesses 
indicate that the square of the EDT ratios are the 
Q ratios. 

(~e problem with our data i~ that the Q values 
assigned to devices we have tested have not all 
been made by the same techniques. We will soon 
correct this problem when we conduct the special 
Intelligibility Workshop as all devices used in it 
will have their Qmeasured by the same method. 

This relationship has important implications: all 
pertinent measurements of a sound system and its 
environment should be made using the sound system's 
loudspeaker system in its installed location. 

The effect of loudspeaker Q on the excitation of 
the reverberant sound field's level is evident and 
proven. What yet needs careful investigation is 
the effect of Q on the density and distribution of 
the reverberant sound field on real life situations. 

VEr,TlCAL: 

Linear relative 

H01UZONfAL: 

56000 uSee to 
255370 uSee 

SWEEP RANGE: 

500 Hz to 2501 Hz 

TIME CONSTANT: 

20000 uSee 

TECROI\I TEFrt-10 
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SYN-AUD-CON SCHEDULE 
1986 

SYRACUSE, NY 

Civic C~nter - Onondaga County 
August 18- 19, 1986 

MINNEAPOLIS/ST PAUL 

Rodeway Inn 
October 1 - 2, 1986 

WASHINGTON, DC 

Sheraton Hotel-Tysons Corner 
October 28 - 29, 1986 

"ON LOCATION" 

Crouse-Hinds Concert Theater 
August 20, 1986 

MISSOURI 

To Be Announced 
October 7 - 8, 1986 

ATLANTA, GA 
The Presidential Hotel 

November 5 - 6, 1986 

INTELLIGIBILITY WORKSHOP 

September 23-25, 1986 

CHICAGO, IL 
Pheasant Run Resort Hotel 

September 17 - 18, 1986 

NEW YORK AREA 

The Hartz Inn 
October 22 - 23, 1986 

ORLANDO, FL 
Hilton Hotel 

November 18 - 19. 1986 

Pheasant Run Resort Hotel St. Charles, IL 

FEE: $600. 

STAFF: V.M.A. Peutz Rollins Brook David Klepper 
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OPRYLAND CLASS 
We held an especially enjoyable special 
class for the audio people at Opryland. 

The evening of the first day of class we 
were invited by Mark Johnson and Terry 
Suith to dinner and a show on The 
General Jackson which has the only self
powered theater in the world on a river 
boat. 

The next day in class we rneasured a few 
of the different speakers that were used 
at O[>ryland. One of the speakers 
brought in for measurernent was of the 
same model as the speaker on The General 
Jackson. Someone said, let's measure 
what emits from the back of the box! 

That quiet statement opened up a whole new area to study. See Figure 2b. The top curve is the on-axis 
frequency response. The bottom curve is from the back of the box. 

Bass frequencies are ormidirectional. The more directional high frequencies are aimed at the audience but 
the microphone under the loudspeakers is seized by the bass radiating off the bottom and back of the box, 
thus requi ring equali zation in the 200-500Iik region which can di rect ly affect on-axi s response. Whi Ie the 
bottom curve looks much lower in level than the upper curve, it isn't as far as the microphone is concerned. 

Speakers A B « C 

Let's call the speakers we measured A, B, and C inasmuch as we have 
alphabetical order. "A", since it measured so well is identified. 
Kurt Wagner uses it in the park for wide angle coverage. AJld it is 
that the 3271 delivers even coverage over 1000 • 

The Three E"IQ; 

them shown here in their real 
Its a Community 3271 packaged system. 
not hard to see from the measurements 

A has the least time smear. Note that all three E1Cs were taken with identical measurement parameters. See 
Figures la - lc. 
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div~ 

FIGURE 1a. 

EJiC and Pl'Q; 

Horizontal: 
Scale: 

FIGURE lb. 
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div~ 

Ere of Speaker 
System B. 

6dB( 
div -

FIGURE Ie. 

o microseconds or 0 Feet to 15959 microseconds or 18.0342 Feet 
4.9307E+00 Feet/inch or 1.9412E+00 Feet/CUI 
4363 microseconds/inch or 1717 microseconds/em. 

Here we begin to see differences that many of us know how to listen for in music and speech. Both A & B 
have good extended smooth frequency response (Figure 2a & 2b). 

FIGURE la.EFG. of Cortnmhity: 
• .• .. 3271 (Log di~~lay) 
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C is in serious trouble. Figures 2c and 2d reveal at least one of the problems is an inadvertent polarity 
reversal. Figure 2e shows Speaker C with midrange covered (bottom curve). 

6clBi 
div -

FIGURE 2c. EFC of Speaker , 
C (log display) 

Horizontal: 39.62Hz to 17997.90Hz 

Directivity 
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, FIGURE 2e. Speaker C. 
(Linear display). LoWer 
curve is wi th midrange covered. 
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4909.96Hz/inch or 1933.06Hz/am. 

Keep in mind that these were quick tests run during a class for a group of audio professionals already using 
these loudspeaker systems. The marvel of TEF measurements to us is that we can produce rapid, repeatable, 
laboratory accuracy tests on the spur of the moment with tools such as "quick difference". These responses 
at varying angles off-axis were with on--axis response normalized to uniform in the center of the screen's 
vertical axis. 

If you look carefully you can see that A at 100 off axis is almost exactly the same as the normalized on
axis plot. Except for the narrow notch at 2500Hz the response stays remarkably uniform out to 700 (included 
angle 1400 ). See Figure 3a. B on the other hand is running off the screen at 300 (included angle 600 ) and 
only 100 is really usable. See Figure 3b. C is in real trouble at 200 (included angle 400 ) and has same 
off-axis high frequency characteristics that would indicate potential feedback proclivities i~ a sound 
reinforcement system. See Figure 3c. 

FIGURE 3a. Speaker A. Quick 
difference of 10 through 70 0

, 

off axis. 
Horizontal: 39.62Hz ~o 

FIGURE 3b.Speaker B. , 
10';'300 Off Axis 

Figure 3c. Speaker C. 
10 & 200 Off Axis. 
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TIle EV Sentry 

The Nashville Network brought in the EV Sentry 100 which they used for near field monitors. We failed to 
save on the disk anything but the frequency response with and without grill. It is plus or minus 3 dB, with 
good horizontal polar pattern, but a better vertical, which woule indicate that it might be better used on 
its side for many applications rather than upright. The minor anomolies are about 2000Hz apart, indicating 
a path difference of about 6". 

WRAP UP 

FIGURE 4. lWSENTRY 100 
wi th and wi thout . 
grill . 

6dB - /,,~,.,,~, "'l '\1/ 'i .. j: 
div ,(,::~~~,,::/ '!J j I '". • 

/.--...,,~ .. ". 'J+~: 

~'j 

'Horizontal: 39.62 to . : : 
, 17997.901h' 
Log freq axis (2.7 decades). 

FIGURE 5. On axis Measurement 
~f 2 speakers (speaker B)" , 

• spaced.jwart instead of close 

6~r' f.,' ~(\. I '~IVlt~l~ed {.1~~~~:y) 
dlY . .o \ "'-L' ., , 

' • .o. l\/~· 
. . ~ 
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After the class we wrote ~~rk Johnson and ask him who said, "let's measure what emits from the back of the 
box". Kurt Wagner wrote, "It was either Rick Shimer or myself, but we got the idea at the same time. 
Perhaps it would be best to just think of it as an Opryland Sound Department idea. It is a very good 
example of synergism in action as we were all stimulated to think together." 
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VU AND PEAK-PROGRAM METER 
Willimn w. Seton III of Lake Worth, FL sent us an 
interesting article on the VU Meter and the PPM 
written by Randy Hoffner, a staff engineer with NFC 
Q>erations and Technical Serivces. The article 
appeared in the May 1986 issue of 1V Teehnology, pp 
11-12. The illustration shown here appeared in the 
article and provides the three scales in conmon 
usage. 

The typical PPM scale (A scale) is shown as Figure 
3 and the scale specified in EBV-3205 (the E scale) 
is shown in Figure 4. The alignment point is 
called "ref" on the A scale and "test" on 
the E scale. EBV stands for the European 
Broadcasting Union. 

Figure 1 Block Diagram of the Stages of a 
Typical Standard Volume Indicator 

Figure 2 Arrangement of a Typical SVI Scale 

~
VU_7.5 -3-2-' 0" VU 

-10 +2 
-20 • • ~ • 50 • 100 +3 - .. - ;, . 

Figure 3 Arrangement of a Typical Peak Fi~ure 4 EBU "E" Scale 
Program Meter Scale 

Figure 5 Block Diagram of the Stages of a Typical PPM 

FULLWAVE 
RECTIFICATION 

ELECTRONIC UNIT 

LOGARITHMIC 
AMPLIFIER 

INTEGRATOR 

INDICATING 
DEVICE 
~ 

Mr. Hoffner goes on to explain how to calibrate 
both the VU meter and the PP!l1 when they wi II be 

used side by side. Use a test signal that causes 
the VU meter to indicate 1\ VU on its scale (Mr. 
Hoffner makes it clear tht the actual reading is 
the algebric sum of the indication and the 
associated attenuator network.) 

When the VU meter is indicating 1\ adjust the A 
scale PPM to Ref or the E scale PPM to Test. In 
actual operation, the program material will be held 
to 1\ on the VU meter, 8dB above Ref on the A scale 
PPM and 9 dB above Test on the E scale PPM. 

Mr. Hoffner's key remark, in our opinion, is "In 
the hands of an operator who understands them, the 
two meters used together can be very informative 
about the characteristics of the audio signal". 

'The main di fference between the two types of meters 
is their integration tir.les: 150 msecs for the VU 
meter and 10 msecs for the PP~1s. To again quote 
Mr. Hoffner, "The VU meter displays an average 
volume level, while the PPI\1 displays the program 
peaks within the constraints of its 10 millisecond 
integration times". 

My Ralph Townsley designed peak reading meter has a 
fast integrat ion time of 100 usecs (microseconds). 

We were interested that no where in the article did 
lWr. Hoffner define the VU as a level and by 
implication fran the calibration instructions 
regards it as a voltage rather than a level. On a 
sine wave calibration when the algebraic sum of the 
indication and the network equal 0 VU, then the 
power in the circuit should equal 0.001 watt or a 
level of 0 dEm. If it does not, then there is 
ei ther an impedance mismatch or a faul ty device. 

Mr. doffner's article is well researched and well 
written. He points out that the IEEE 2.1.2. audio 
measurement s sub-comni t tee is currently in the 
final stages of a docwnent, project 152, which will 
become a contemporary audio measurement standard. 
Our prayer is that they COllle up with a standard on 
the reference level. 

NEW TEF OWNERS 
We keep an updated list of TEF owners in our canputer. We can print out by zip, by state, or 
alphabetically. If you would like a listing send $1 for each print out to Pat in our California office. 

Mr. Chip Davis 
Cape Cod Audio 
80 Enterprise Road 
Hyannis, MA 02601 
(617) 775-7710 

Ms. Fita Turskc 
NASA lVIA 500-303 
2100 Brookpark Road 
Cleveland, OH 44135 
(216) 433--2248 

Mr. John Lehlmnn 
Dove & Note Recording 
P a Box 741705 
Houston, TX 77274 
(713) 723 -7109 
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II1r. John Sollec i ho 
JSE Corporation 
519 E. Middle Turnpike 
r,'Rnchester, CT 06040 
(203) 643-2160 

Mr. Craig Thompson 
Thanpson Electronics 
3522 W. Harmon Higlwlay 
Peoria, IL (i1604 
(309) 637-2277 

Mr. lVlarshall Buck 
Cerwin-Vega 
12250 ~~ntague Street 
Arleta, ~ 91331 

Mr. Tim Thrdo 
Peavy Electronics 
711 A Street 
~lcridian, r,'lS 39301 
(601) 483-5365 

Mr. Jay Mi t che II 
Frazier 
1930 Va lley Vi ew Lane 
rallas, TX 75234 

s V C 
DP 50056 
95947 r~issy Aeroport 
FRAtC!': 

Mr. Bi 11 Webner 
Audio One 
515 N. Abbey Road 
Elyria, OH 44035 
(216) 323-6414 

r,1r. Tony Rodriguez 
Sierra Recording 
669 Sen:ine.ry South 
Fort V1orth, TX 7(i115 

Ing. ~'lanssons Akustik 
Dox 43215 
S-100 72 
Stockloolm, SWII1EN 
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REFERENCE OUTPUT 
111e reference output is one of the most frequently 
overlooked points when s~one new to precision 
digital delay devices, PD , first examines one. 

We define PD3 as precision digital delay devices 
having steps of 10 usecs or less. If you were to 
connect directly to one source and through the PD3 

to another source, they would have to be at least 
70-S0 usecs apart before you could utilize even the 
first step as it takes that 16ng to pass through 
the analog-to-digital convertor AIX:: and then 
straight back through the digital-to-analog con
vertor DAC. While 70-S0 usecs may seem inconse
quential to anyone accustomed to thinking in milli
second steps, such delay amounts to an acoustic 
travel distance of about 1": 

D = R x T. 

If R = 1130 ft/sec and T = O.OOOOS secs, then D 
1130 (O.OOOOS) = 1.0S inches. 

To those who have witnessed such misalignments on 
1EF analyzers and listened to them with their ear
brain, the whole high end seems to disappear. 

VOLUME 13, NUMBER 4 

Thus enters the reference output. See Figure 1. 
An output is established to act in place of a 
direct connection in parallel with the input. 
However, this reference output has passed through 
the AIX:: and DAC and the delayed output can now be 
adjusted to be 10 usecs later. 

REASON FOR REFERENCE OUTPUT ON POOO 

.\ll'HO\lM\fI·; 01:1 AY nmoccli NX; 1Ir\'[) IVIC FQJIILS 70 - 80 MICHOSI·HNDS. 

Another interesting benefit can be derived from 
using a reference output. A circuit can be devised 
to look back at the real input and see events that 
are "in the future" from the perspective of the 
reference output. This allows non--causality to 
operate so far as the reference output listener can 
tell. 

Our advice. Don't buy a PD3 without a properly 
designed reference output. 
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THROAT MICROPHONES 
A few months ago we had a phone call from a Boeing 
engineer in HUntsville, AL who needed a source for 
throat microphones. We didn't know of anyone at 
the time but since then have found two. 

Ferd Boyce of Northshore lVIarketing (our rep in the 
Northwest) sent us the name of COntrolonics COrp, 
Comnunications Division, 49 Power Rd, Westford, !VIA 
01886. Ph (617) 692-5434. 

More recently IXlvid Clark sent us a microphone 
flyer announcing several microphones that can be 
attached to most type of protective headgear and 
breathing apparatus. IXlvid Clark makes an electret 
throat microphone model '1M-I PIN 18882G-Ol (see 
description in Figure 1). A throat microphone is a 
form of accelerato~ter (sensitivity 16-40 milli
volts at lIlliz/3m/S acceleration with 8v/10K ,2 bias 
and 6200 Sl load). 

MUL TI-IMPEDANCE 
CONNECTION 

Don Wi 11 of 3lV1 CO called with a question. How do 
you connect devices to both the 70V line and the 
voice coil taps of a power amplifier? We couldn't 
answer Don's question, so we called Dr. Patronis. 
His answer: 

1. Determine the voltage rat io between 
various taps as an open circuit 
measurement 

2. 1he impedance ratio is the voltage ratio 
squared 

3. Adjust the impedance ratios according to 
the maximum power output available. 

ExmIple 

If you had a 100 watt power amplifier and wished to 
feed an 8 Q speaker 20 watts, what's the lowest 
impedance you can attach to the 70 volt connect ion 
(assume no insert ion losses are present)? 

so 

100w - 20w = 80 watts 

2 
W - !L - R 

2 
R - !L - W 

When bringing the gain up on the amplifier, use a 
VOltmeter to insure that the voltage does not 
exceed 

12.65V at the 8Q tap 

70V at the 70V tap 

TIle IXlvid Clark COmpany manufacturers the astro
nauts space suits as well as the best hearing pro
tectors we have been able to find. 1heir address 
is 360 Franklin St., Worcester, !VIA 01613-0155. 

We fai led to get the engineer's name. If any of 
our readers might know who called, please show him 
this Newsletter. 

I(
~~" ~ ,\ 

~ , DAVID CLARK MODEL rM~ 1 
"~' PIN 18882G-Q1 

~ 
TYPE: Electret (Throat Microphone) 
SENSITIVITY: 16-,10 millivolts @ 1 KHLl3M/S; 

, .j Acceleration 8V/lOK Ohm bias and 6200 Ohm load 
SUPPLY VOLTAGE: 3-20 VOG 

MICROSECOND 
SIGNAL DELA '{ 

As readers of our Newsletter have probably noticed 
we are on the alert ~f!W any and all precision digi
tal delay devices PD 1. At the Nso\ show we 
talked wi th Gary Hardesty of Audio Digi tal Inc of 
Eugene, CR. His products look superb -" on paper. 
We have yet to test one and will give detailed 1EF 
measurements of them when we do. 

1he first signal delay product is under $1,000. 
(One input and 3 outputs unbalanced in and out 
$849. Jensen transformer for 1 in 3 out $330.) !t 
doesn't quite make it into our definition of a PD • 
It has 15 usee steps instead of 10 or less. No 
mention is made of a reference output. Frequency 
response, SIN, distortion are all state-of-the-art. 
1he model number is ~3 Digital Processor. 

TIle other model of interest to us is the ADX-2000 
~nich can be had with 1.0 usec steps if desired. 
Standard configuration is 1 in and 4 out which can 
be expanded to 40 output modules and 6 input mod
ules. One of the output modules can be used as a 
reference output. Fully progranmable. Basic unit 
costs $3500, which is not out of hand if you were 
aligning a large array rather than just a near 
throw, far throw coni>ination. One feature that is 
intriguing is the display of the delay in either 
mi 11 i seconds or feet. 

We are eager to have a chance to test one. Some·· 
times the distance between prototypes and produc-
t ion is years instead of months. We'll report more 
later. 1he only reason we mention it now i~ that 
Irony people have an inmediate need for a PD • 

LEDRTM 

( 

( 

We are including an order form for Doug Jones' LEDR tape in this Newsletter mailing. If you have any reason ( 
to determine the accuracy of stereo imagery in a listening environment, you need the LEDR tape. 

We especially support Doug's work because he is producing a tangible product from Puddie Rodgers valuable PhD 
work. 

-14-
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FINDING DIRECT SOUND 
Finding Direct Sound in Acoustically Large Roans on 
an ElC 

What constitutes direct sound level 10 has two 
different meanings in acoustics. One definition is 
"that sound which has travelled to the microphone 
wi thout having undergone reflection". 

In psychoacoustics the hearing mechanism (including 
the brain) is believed to integrate the early ref
lected levels ~ along with the 10. Perhaps we 
should introduce a new symbol for such a situation: 

1o+RE" 

In measuring speech intelligibility such integra
tion indeed appears to be the case. During the mea
surement process we are required to place a mea
surement cursor at the time interval we believe 
represents the end of the direct sound energy. 

To the best of our present knowledge, here's how to 
do it. Figure #1 is an ETC taken at the rear of a 
fairly live hall. Note that the total time scale 
on the horizontal axis is 177 msecs. The time dif
ference between the arrival of 10 and the beginning 
of ~ is approximately 50 msecs. If we chose 30-40 
msec, sufficient in this case to include all rele
vant 1o+LRE energy, we would not be very far off. 

If a significant reflection occurs within three 
feet of 10 then you have a problem needing corr
ection, not integration. If the first significant 
reflection occurs well after 10 (say more than 50 
msecs) you again have a problem so far as speech 
intelligibility is concerned. 

A significant reflection can be defined as any re
flection in the reverberant sound field that rises 
above the exponential decay rate of the early ref
lections or the surrounding late reflections. This 
is easy to see on an ETC because exponential decay 
is a straight line slope. When a reflection rises 
more than a few dB above this slope it should be 
investigated. The energy shown in Figure #1 at 132 
msec after In is not of sufficient level or density 
to be a problem but if it were 6 dB higher, it -
would be a clearly audible problem. 

INDUSTRY BLUE BOOK 
Every August Sound and Communications magazine 
issues an audio industry Blue Book. The issue lists 
almost every audio·-related manufacturer, products, 
address, phone number, key factory personnel and in 
many cases, the manufacturer's representatives. 

We get many phone calls each year at our office in 
California asking who manufactures a certain pro
duct, or does anyone make a given product. Many 
times we consult the Blue Book for the answer. 

If you don't get the Blue Book we suggest you get 
one this year. It's out now. Contact Sound and 
Communication, Testa Communications, 220 Westbury 
Ave, Carle Place, NY 11514. Their subscription rate 
is $15/yr and the Blue Book comes with the sub
scription. We always get an extra copy, one for the 
office and one for the road, and I think we pay -
about $5-6. Its worth it. 
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ETCs often provide more detail than we presently 
understand or know how to interpret. By viewing 
them as LO' I'RE and ~ and using the concept of 
10 HE for intelligibirity testing we can extract 
vatuable information from complex statistical sound 
fields. 

Horizontal: 54000 microseconds to 
231186 microseconds 

COMMUNITY 

Exponential 
Slope 

Community Light and Sound is our nominee for the 
sponsor who has improved the most. Fourteen years 
ago they were rarely given serious consideration by 
any acoustic consultant. Today when we ask "Whose 
equipment do you specify?" Conmunity increasingly 
is the answer from the same consultants. 

O:mmunity was the first manufacturer to receive a 
TEF analyzer. They have really used it effectively 
for the past three years. C~nity's Pattern COn
trol PC horns have been setting new standards for 
minimum temporal interference. 

The 1\1-4 driver remains in a class by itself. Other 
manufacturers have ignored the tremendous engineer
ing advantages of using only one decade. 

In talking with C~unity personnel we find that 
they are working on what we feel is the real future 
of our business. They leave us with the feeling 
that each of their contributions will bear their 
unmistakable mark of original thought. 

We are seeing increasingly sophisticated data 
sheets from COmmunity (A couple are included with 
this mailing.) and lots of new products. 

Bruce Howze has built the first prototypes of the 
new M4 horn and matching 2" horn that wi 11 allow 
contractors to build super compact boxed arrays of 
M4's and 2" entrance horns. Each cabinet will be a 
220 wedge 40"h x 25"W x 22-1/2''D. This little box 
puts out about 1 acoustic horse power peak, yet 
occupies less than 13 cubic feet. 

Vitality and vigor are the hallmarks of this young 
but experienced company. So is responsiveness to 
the end user. Being run by its original entrepre
neurs means rapid response to legitimate technical 
needs in the field. 
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HOW ANALYZERS DIFFER 
Figure 1 is the energy frequency curve of two loud
speakers out of alignrr~nt. The frequency scaling 
is linear. Figure Z is a logarithmic frequency 
scaling of exactly the same event. Figure 3 is a 
1/3-octave view of the same event (note that frac
tional octaves are logarithmic scaling.) Figure 4 
is the 1/Z-octave viewpoint and Figure 5 is the 
Ill-octave. 

Looking at Figure 3, the 1/3-octave viewpoint, not
ice that the first two cancellations are apparent. 
Shutting off one of the loudspeakers could confirm 
the suspicion that they are due to carb filtering. 
It might also be suspected that only the amplitude 
abberrations visible on the 1/3-octave display -
really count until it is realized that the same 
misalig~nt causes severe polar response abberr
ations as well. See Figure 6. 

FIGURE I. <Xl'lSl'ANT I:IANIMIIJfH 
ANALYZER 

FIGURE 2. 2.50 Hz Resolution 1/3 OCtave Resolution 
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Whatever form of analyzer you choose to use, remem
ber to carefully study its resolution before making 
critical judgments or adjustments. The '!'EF anal
yzer always operates as a constan~ bandw~dtt.l analy
zer CJ3A but can display the materIal as If It had 
been taken with a constant percentage bandwidth 
analyzer CPBA. FFT analyzers do the san~. 1/3-
octave analyzers are true CPBA. 
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FUNDAMENTALS OF LOUDSPEAKER DESIGN 
We would like to hold a workshop on the Fundamentals of Loudspeaker Design. 

CAlr staff will be Dr. Patronis, Ed Long and Cliff Hendrickson. 

If you are interested would you send a note to our office so indicating. No obligation. It will let us 
schedule the Workshop when we estimate that there is sufficient interest. 

NEW PRICE FOR TRANSVERSAL EQUALIZER 

( 

( 

IRPI has reduced the price of the 06-4017 transversal equalizer, thanks to the increased use by all of you. The (, 
new price is $650. If you haven't become acquainted with this new and better way to equalize, now's a good 
time. 
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SPECIAL DAY FOR INSTALLERS 

San Antonio was the site of a special "add on" day 
to our regular basics class. The subjects for the 
special day were wiring, grounding and shielding. 
The instructor for the special day was Christopher 
(Topper) Sowden, Director of Electroacoustics at 
the Joiner Rose Group in Dallas. 

Topper, the son of an architect, established 
instant rapport with the class by starting the day 
wi th an overhead transparancy (See Figure 1). 
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A good representative turnout of sound contractors 
took advantage of this special day to add to their 
expertise and test themselves against Topper's 
excellent exercises. 

SPECIAL DA Y FOR INSTALLERS 
SAN ANTONIO. TEXAS MAY 15, 1986 

lr. John [lord~n IIIr. D .. 'I d .'I. U"nnum 
:lound Dlstrlbu!'H' Hll Shl"ldo Dr. 
4141 NOHh P • ......", P.xDr .. WJ San AntonIo TX 1IH~ 
Sa" Nttanlo TX 11108 

!IIIr. Seott R. Carley 
H51 Lake.lda D .... 
Canyon Lake TX 11130 

Albert D. Eamon. 
1~~~ Co"h.~. Trail 
San Antonio TJI: "l~O 

Mr. Tim £zz.11 
UJ4 "ood.lona 110~ 

"." MIG"lo TX 7.210 

Mr. R&leir" Ooorge 
Qul-fl .'Iound ... COrm>Unlcot 

t'OI Eml'""ado 'HO' 
HOUlton TX 11083 

C.C. Holly 

~~~O!";~~7! rhl/~;;40 

Mr. Fronk Hal t~r 
Thll<lu.icion 
"~, "".hl netl{ln Illvd. 
Beaumo,,1 TX 17701-H1' 

Mr. T".d lio.por 
0 ••• Cr.ok ~ound ... Conm 

~:~~:o~"~ ~;~~4Drl" 

1O'r.RoberlC. H .. rrlcl< 
Produ"tlonConoultanl. 

::~ 1n~~~~oRh~p;~~r~ 

Nr. Ski" Jon •• 
1'1 •• h,,,1< S. laly ~1.1.m. 
901i!orthG • .".(11 
Atn<orllJo TX 19101 

Nt. Chrl, Jordon 
!':hctro A.,ou"II,," 
3'01" •• 1 VlekuyBlwd 
Fort "orl" TX 7U01 

~:':'I:~';~~n~; ~:~~~r 
Un I .. r~ I Iy of N ••• do-Rono 
Rono Ii\' 81', 1-00 ~~ 

Mr. LogIn 'II. L~ .. I. 

!~~13~~~~I;"';;~~~y 
Connr'l TX 7I109-140J 

III .. Robert R.1IMrlo 
${luth.UI Sound 
tllJ Loop 410 NW 
SIn AlItonlo TX 112JO 

~~~I~:::tR3o~~~IIt, Jr 
lJ21 Loop~IO till' 
.'Ion Antonl"n::. 78tJO 

IIIr. K .... ln H ... ~I n. IIr. hmo. If. Plyne 
Lourl. AudJ\otlU.l1l-Trlolty .'Iou'''''.H Sound 
11' .'Itadlum Or Ull L<l<lp 410 till' 
..... n AlItonl" TX 1.1U .'II" AlIt""I" TX 

Iof .. LloydlUel 
Ul1 An,.1 V,lley 
San Ntto",,, TX 18111 

101 •• 11. L •• fllt .. ,,,., 
£le-:'!ro A"ouotles 
l~01 lO'. vlokery 81 vd. 
Yt "orth TX HIOT 

~;.rrJ"hnn1 Roark 

un Hidden V.ll_y 
IiOU"D" TX 710 .. 

:r;r;~n~I~~~~!~e. 
UD .'I.."lnor, 30ul/'I 
rt "orl/'l TX 7UI' 

Mr. Jettery."lehnlldor 
5oulh· •• t30und 
lJ1J Loop UO!-lll' 
.'Ion Antonio TX 1S1JO 

M •• lllolrSerado 
~1l1 C"~II'I'I~ 

fort "otth TX 18111 

Mr. Thonuo.".lbrln 
.'Iout" .... t30und 
13H Loop UO;;W 
."lIn Antonio TX 11130 

Mr.llllIY"oodl,d 
Tom Pldrltt Co. 
ll~OO Soulh Conr'o.' A ... 
Au,tln nc: 71113 

ICW_H: 
SYN(RGETICAIJOIQCQNCEPT."I/COIISlJtn'-'G·SUWtARS 'QIOI_~ ....... ~c.o.t:m:Im'lm<tIU 

Subjects covered included: 

* The green, black and white wires - why they 
are there 

* Power grounding for safety 
* Signal commons - zero voltage, multipoint 

and star 
* Shielded cable 
* 'TWisted cable 
* Balance, unbalanced, low impedance and high 

impedance 
* Patchbay techniques (wiring and testing) 
* Isolation transformers 
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TECHNICAL JOURNALS 
How poorly supposedly trained people can mis-assign 
cause and effect in terms of loudspeaker measure
ments and subjective judgments has been made devas
tatingly clear in recent AES Journal articles. The 
authors of the articles add still more misinforma
tion to the literature. 

lllere seems to be unbelievable confusion between 
producers of sound and reproducers of sound. Argu-" 
lnents relative to sound production by original mus
ical instruments are cited as argUtJ~nts to be taken 
seriously in judging sound reproducers. 

When the AES Journal publishes a series of so
called phase responses that are total trash and re
lated in no way to reality we are concerned. Many 
read the Journal as a factual peer group publica
tion. It has become a political peer group public
ation. 

When the author describes Fourier transformation of 
amplitude to phase rather than the Hilbert trans
form, we know that the author, reviewer, and editor 
don't know what's true and what's false. TIle AES 
Journal is unfortunately a poorly edited unrepre
sentative example of Audio's C~lden Age. 
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FOOT IN MOUTH AWARD 
"1 prefer a parQTll3tric for equalization because 
one of the flaws in 1/3-octave equal izat ion is that 
you're stuck with the frequency -- it's (! fixed 
frequency and a fixed width, and that's kind of 
useless when you're trying to pin down resonances 
and stuff ....•. That' s another b=r with 1/3-
octave equalizers. By the time you get all the 
equalization in it, you've reached diminishing 
returns due to all the phase distortion in the 
equalizer itself." 

TIle chap spouting all this went on to say, 

"There was a lot of that hot dog engineer stuff for 
a lot of years. I think that's Bull." and then 
goes on to this statement, 

'~Ve use one of those __ fast fourier analyzers, 
utdc/J performs all sorts of transfer functions and 
mathematical functions ..• .lVe've adapted it to the 
audio world, "hich it basically had the progrcmB 
for, but for Vvnich we had to "lNrite different 
frequency parameters." 

We'll pass wi thout further conment out of 
compassion for the perpetrator of this doubletalk. 

SYN-AUD-CON NEWSLETTER 
SlJM;1ER 1986 
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DECADE CALCULATIONS 
Some analyzers when converting data from linear to 
logarithmic frequency scaling are limited to a 
certain nlmDer of decades. A decade is a 10/1 
ratio such as 30 - 300 or 300 - 3000. 

If you wished to set up a set of scales for 2.7 
decades, then you could calculate the frequency 
limits as follows: Choose either a low frequency 
LF 1 imi t or a high frequency lIF 1 imi t. 

and 

10 exp (log HF - 2.7) = LF limit 

10 exp(Jog IE + 2.7) = HF limit 

I~g HF - log LF = decades 

10 exp(log(15,035.62Hz) - 2.7) = 30Hz 

10 exp(log 30 + 2.7) = 15,035.62Hz 

~g 15,035.62 Hz) - log 30 = 2.7 decades 

~oked at exponentially instead of logarithmically 
(for calculators with yX keys) 

LF x 10(decades) = HF 

~-- = LF 
10(decades) 

~g (~) decades 

HELP 
Do you know this man? He registered in the Van
couver OC class as Neil N. Kroetsch #3 1338 Coomer
cial Drive, Vancouver,OC V5L3X6. If you can help 
us, we would appreciate it. 

A BRAVE MAN 
Sidney Harmon, owner of JBL, Harmon-Kardon and Inf
inity, is a brave man and a patrotic man. He plans 
to manufacture components in the U.S. for his audio 
lines. With sales of $180,000,000 for a privately 
held company, he says that "if you don't rmnufac
ture, you forget the art". 

VOLUME 13, l\IUMBER 4 

PRO-DESIGN II 
CAD PROGRAM 

Electro~AXn is an experienced sound contractor in 
the Seattle area that operates as a professional 
engineering firm. They are dedicated solely to 
high quality sound contracting work and have been 
very successful in their chosen marketplace. 

While visiting them this Spring in their new 
facility we watched MOrris Fosse use a C~ program 
that seemed to have very few limitations and was 
priced remarkably low. called ProDesign II, it 
costs $299. ProDesign II can produce very high 
resolution output on an ordinary dot matrix 
printer--better than many plotters. 

ProDesign II needs only an IBM-PC or compatible 
with graphics capability, 512K memory, 2 floppy 
disks or hard disk drive, and a printer or plotter. 
ProDesign's exclusive HPGL and lGES translators 
allow drawings from other graphics software to be 
used. An 8000 to 1 zoom capability is included, 
scale drawing, and you can use text from other word 
processor programs. 

The descriptive literature is extensive and can be 
obtained by writing: American Small Business 
Carputers, 118 S. Mill, Pryor, (l{ 74361. Phone 
(918) 825-4844. 

As they say in their literature and apparently with 
justification, IlRemerrber, ProDesign II only costs 
less - it doesn't do less ll

• 

CLASSIFIED 
NEJH) INJ:OI&\TICN 

Robert Hagenbach would like to hear from anyone 
that 

1. has ideas about an independent 
loudspeaker test service 

2. has experience with military surplus 
antenna pedastals or gun mounts. 

8000 Cranbrook Court, Largo, FL 33543. Phone: 7-
(813) 397-8946. 

RB SAlE 

Hewlett Packard 3580 Spectrum Analyzer ••• $3,000.00 
a:NI'ACT: IAlve Andrews (212) 736-9570. 

COPYRIGHT 1986 by Synergetic Audio Concepts. 
All rights reserved. Printed in the United 
States of America. No part of the publication 
may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, 
or transmitted, in any form or by any means, 
electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording 
or otherwise without the prior written 
permission of Synergetic Audio Concepts. The 
information conveyed in this publication has 
been carefully reviewed and believed to be 
accurate and reliable; however, no responsibility 
is assumed for inaccuracies in calculations or statements. 
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HM ELECTRONICS, INC. 

1 
ALTEC LANSING 

• CORPORATION 
a ~Itorl company 

SYN-AUD-CON SPONSORS 

Syn-Aud-Con receives tangible support from the audio 
industry, and twelve manufacturing fi rIDS presently he lp 
underwr i te the expense of provi di ng sound engineering 
seminars. Such support makes it possible to provide the 
very latest in audio technology while maintaining 
reasonable prices relative to today's economy and to 
provide all the materials and continuing support to all 
graduates of Syn-Aud~n. 

Personnel from these manufacturers receive Syn-Aud~n 
training which provides still another link in the 
coonnmicat ions circuit between the ult imate user and the 
des igner-manufacturer of audio equi{lllent. TIley are "i n 
tune" with what a Syn-Aud~n graduate needs. 

TIleir presence on th i s lis t as a Syn-Aud-Con sponsor 
indicates their desire to work cooperatively with you in 
professional sound. 

AJtec Lansing COrporation 
Benchmrk ~dia SystEmS, Inc. 

Biamp SystEmS Inc. 
Bose COrporation 

Omumity Light c\ Sound, Inc. 
Crown Internat ional 

Electro-Voice 
Bnilar COrporation 

EM Electronics, Inc. 
Industrial Research Products, Inc. 
JBL Professional/UREI Electronics 

Shure Brothers Inc. 
SMntchcraft, Inc. 
10/\. Electronics 

Switchcraft 
A Raytheon Company 
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